Simplified Statistical Image Reconstruction for X-ray CT with Beam-Hardening Artifact Compensation.
CT images are often affected by beam-hardening artifacts due to the polychromatic nature of the X-ray spectra. These artifacts appear in the image as cupping in homogeneous areas and as dark bands between dense regions, such as bones. This paper proposes a simplified statistical reconstruction method for X-ray CT based on Poisson statistics that accounts for the non-linearities caused by beam hardening. The main advantages of the proposed method over previous algorithms is that it avoids the preliminary segmentation step, which can be tricky, especially for low-dose scans, and it does not require knowledge of the whole source spectrum, which is often unknown. Each voxel attenuation is modeled as a mixture of bone and soft tissue by defining density-dependent tissue fractions, maintaining one unknown per voxel. We approximate the energy-dependent attenuation corresponding to different combinations of bone and soft tissue, so called beam-hardening function, with the 1D function corresponding to water plus two parameters that can be tuned empirically. Results on both simulated data with Poisson sinogram noise and two rodent studies acquired with the ARGUSCT system showed a beam hardening reduction (both cupping and dark bands) similar to analytical reconstruction followed by post-processing techniques, but with reduced noise and streaks in cases with low number of projections, as expected for statistical image reconstruction.